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San Ramon, CA (Newsworthy.ai) Monday Mar 11, 2024 @ 7:00 AM Central —

RChilli, a premier provider of cutting-edge recruiting solutions, introduces a
groundbreaking browser extension tailored to streamline candidate profile creation within
SAP SuccessFactors. This innovative plugin empowers recruiters to effortlessly upload and
generate candidate profiles in SAP, enhancing hiring efficiency and user experience.

With a secure connection to SAP and single sign-on using SAP SuccessFactors tokens, the
plugin ensures data integrity and confidentiality. Recruiters gain flexibility to upload,
browse, or drag and drop resumes simultaneously, simplifying candidate data importation
into SAP.

The plugin’s standout feature lies in its two-click resume parsing process. Recruiters can
swiftly create candidate profiles by uploading resumes or selecting text from external
sources like Monster or LinkedIn. Further showcasing RChilli’s technical prowess is the
Email Integration feature, allowing registered users to attach resumes to emails. The
extension seamlessly parses and loads resumes into SAP, providing recruiters with a hassle-
free recruitment experience.

Josh Adams, Director of ERP Operations at RChilli, underscores the plugin’s benefits,
emphasizing its role in simplifying resume tracking and reporting within the SAP
SuccessFactors platform. He asserts that the browser extension represents a paradigm shift
in recruitment efficiency, empowering recruiters to optimize candidate profile creation
processes.

With the announcement of this browser extension, RChilli reaffirms its commitment to
revolutionizing recruitment practices and equipping recruiters with powerful tools to drive
success within SAP SuccessFactors.

For more information about RChilli and its innovative solutions, please visit
www.rchilli.com.

About RChilli

RChilli resume parser for ERP recruiting simplifies the recruitment process across 50+
countries through smart automation, with features that streamline hiring. Powered by deep
learning, RChilli’s multilingual parsing solution and enhanced taxonomy, parses resumes in
27+ languages, enhances positive candidate and recruiter experience, and processes 4.1
billion+ docs per year. Enabling Oracle, PeopleSoft, & Salesforce clients to hire better and
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faster since 2021, RChilli is ISO 27001:2013, SOC 2 Type II, and HIPAA certified, and GDPR
compliant.  Powered by deep learning, RChilli’s resume parsing app is available on Oracle
Cloud Marketplace and Salesforce AppExchange.
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